Light in the Darkness

Discussion Guide for Community Screenings

What would you do if one of your neighbors was killed in a hate crime? A community works to repair town life after attacks on local immigrants.

More about this film: www.niot.org and www.pbs.org/niot
Overview of Film

*Not In Our Town: Light in the Darkness* is a one-hour documentary about a town coming together to take action after anti-immigrant violence devastates the community.

In 2008, a series of attacks against Latino residents of Patchogue, New York culminate in the murder of Marcelo Lucero, an Ecuadorian immigrant who had lived in the Long Island village for 13 years. Over a two-year period, the story follows Patchogue Mayor Paul Pontieri, the victim’s brother, Joselo Lucero, and everyday Patchogue residents as they address the underlying causes of the violence, heal divisions, and begin taking steps to ensure everyone in their village will be safe and respected.

The documentary leaves the viewer with the question: “What will you do to stop hate in your town?”

**About Not in Our Town**: Developed by The Working Group in 1995, Not In Our Town began with a PBS documentary that told the story of how people in Billings, Montana joined together to respond to a series of hate crimes in their town. This simple, powerful story of people banding together struck a chord with audiences, and created a model that inspired viewers around the country to hold their own campaigns against intolerance. Not In Our Town has grown from a PBS documentary into a national effort to connect people working together to take action against hate and create safe, inclusive communities.

In collaboration with PBS and local public media partners, Not In Our Town invites organizations and individuals to use film screening events to launch sustained action to build inclusive, respectful communities. For more information, visit www.NIOT.org.
How to Use the Guide

This Discussion Guide is intended for use by diverse community groups, law enforcement officials, faith communities, and others as a tool to process the film in a productive and mutually supportive way. The ultimate goal is to inspire action to prevent hate crime and ensure safety and respect for all.

Facilitators using this Guide should use it as just that – a guide. There will be unique differences, histories and experiences for each group viewing the film, and some questions and areas of discussion may and should be adapted accordingly. However, regardless of the audience, Not In Our Town recommends that facilitators lead audience members through the following sequence of processing.

- **Personal Reflection**
  How did the film make you feel?

- **Knowledge and Learning**
  What did you learn from the film that you didn’t know before?

- **Action Planning**
  What do we do now? How do we channel understanding into productive action?

- **Evaluation**
  What should be changed to pull even more people into the movement?

The facilitator’s job is to guide the audience from reflection to action, recognizing and reminding participants that the screening event is only one step in addressing issues that may be facing their community, and that a long-term and on-going commitment will be needed to create meaningful and lasting change.
Preparation

Facilitators play a crucial role in moving the audience from viewing the film, to understanding the lessons of the film, to taking action in their community. The following ideas and recommendations will help prepare for this role.

Preview the Film
Allow time to explore your own emotional responses to the film in advance of the screening/discussion. This process will allow for more objective facilitation. As well, read the entire Guide before the screening and, knowing the audience, consider any additional ideas and discussion points that may be important to raise or that may be likely to percolate with the specific audience.

Know the Audience
Working with the event planners, review and discuss who will be in attendance and, as needed, assist in developing ways to reach out to a broad range of community members to be at the event. Be sure you know the community’s history of division or tension around immigration or other intergroup issues and the current nature of local immigration debate and rhetoric. Be aware too of the positive social justice action that has occurred in the community – which may be helpful to highlight with audience members.

Invite diverse community members
Invite diverse community members to your event, particularly individuals from groups who may be vulnerable to hate crimes. Reach out to local faith-based, civil and human rights, law enforcement, interfaith, and Latino or immigrant organizations.

If public officials will be in attendance, consider how to manage these dynamics. Some officials may seek (or be looked to) to offer a response on behalf of their office or position. While this may be appropriate to a modest degree (i.e., clarifying information or demographic details, explaining a legal policy, etc.), it is important to ensure equality and equal air-time for all audience members. It is also important to acknowledge any negative dynamics that may emerge as a result of existing community tensions with law enforcement or other government officials. Establishing Ground Rules (described below) should help alleviate this potential dynamic.

Review the Goals and Objectives
Discuss with the event organizers their goals for holding this screening and what specific objectives they have for this event as a means to help achieve those goals. The facilitator’s job is to keep track of these objectives and to be sure the group gets there.
Keeping track of the agenda and the time is critical to ensuring a productive dialogue. However, it is also important to be flexible and allow the space and time for heated issues to surface and for personal stories and experiences to be shared.

The purpose of the film and the discussion to follow is to invite a thoughtful examination of the role of stereotyping, inflammatory language, intergroup relations, etc. and how residents of a community - regardless of status - are treated and viewed as a result of these factors. Similarly, the film is about the community response to a tragedy, and not an investigation into the murder itself, or any of the many related questions about the youth who committed the crime and the criminal justice system.

There may be passionate advocates in the audience who may seek to use this as a forum for immigration policy debate. As such, facilitators may need to redirect the conversation, affirming that the purpose of the discussion is to examine issues of safety and human rights for the members of the community, not to debate immigration policy or viewpoints. The Suggested Facilitation Tips and Techniques located at the end of this Guide can assist with more ideas for managing this process.

Plan the Program
If working with a co-facilitator, review and discuss the Guide contents and decide who will do what, how to monitor the time and how to best support one another in the process. Review any other key roles at the event - greeters, note-keepers, hosts who will offer opening and/or closing remarks, etc – with the event sponsors. Write out a timed agenda for the processing, with all these components included, to be clear on how the sequence and time flow will be managed.

Know What’s Next
With screening sponsors, pre-plan follow-up to the action ideas generated from group discussion. This should include a time and location for a next meeting, and someone agreeing to transcribe and distribute the information after the screening.
Logistical Preparation

Working with the event sponsors, make sure that the logistical needs are set prior to the event. A few areas to consider:

- **Time**
  
  2-2½ hours, minimum: The film is 1 hour and at least another 1-1½ hours should be allotted for processing.

- **Accessibility**
  
  In addition to considering the physical accessibility of the selected event space via public transportation and other means, consider language accessibility for the members of the community who may be in attendance. An interpreter should be used if the facilitator(s) cannot speak the primary languages represented in the audience. Closed captioned DVDs of the film are available.

- **Room Set-Up**
  
  Ideally, the room set-up will allow for people to see one another so that they can dialogue face-to-face, as well as move into pairs or small groups for discussion. If the setting does not allow for this, encourage participants to stand, if possible, when speaking.

- **Materials Needed**
  
  - Easels, chart paper, markers, tape for posting material, sign-in sheets, etc.
  - Depending on group size and setting, a hand-held or lavaliere microphone may be needed for discussion leaders and/or audience members (and plans made for how the microphone will be circulated, as needed).
  - Ground Rules should be written out ahead of time, as well as any other charts or information to help save time during the discussion processing.

---

**Guidelines for Working with Interpreters**

If unfamiliar with working with interpreters, these guidelines from Everyday Democracy (www.everyday-democracy.org) may be of help:

- Give interpreters written materials ahead of time and go over the process with them.
- Ask interpreters to let you know if they need more time.
- Explain to the audience that this will be a bilingual discussion and while it may be awkward at first, it will get easier as time goes on.
- Speak in short sentences and keep ideas simple, which allow the interpreter time to keep pace.
- Consider putting people in small groups, but don’t separate people by language.
- Look at the participant—not the interpreter—when speaking.
Screening Discussion Agenda

Part A: Before the Film

Introductions and Ground Rules (10 minutes)

1. Welcome the audience and briefly introduce yourself. Remind participants to sign in. If the group is fewer than 30 people, invite individual self-introductions, including names, where they live, profession, and reason why they attended the event.

2. Transition to an introduction of the film and a review of the agenda. Explain that after viewing the film, they will discuss their reactions and lessons learned from the documentary with the goal of inspiring local action against hate to ensure safety and respect for all. Offer information about breaks, note-keeping or other “housekeeping” details so that the participants feel comfortable with their environment and the process to follow. Hand out evaluation form which they will complete at the end of the program.

3. Explain that one important step before starting the film is to review and agree to Ground Rules for the dialogue to follow. Explain that these will help ensure a “safe” and productive environment for the group to discuss emotionally-charged and sensitive topics. Review the following suggested Ground Rules with the participants. Invite additional ideas if anyone feels something important is missing.

4. Pass out evaluation surveys.

SUGGESTED GROUND RULES

Ground Rules adapted from Fostering Dialogues Across Divides: A Nuts and Bolts Guide from the Public Conversations Project at www.publicconversations.org

• We will speak for ourselves and use “I” statements. We won’t try to represent a whole group, nor ask others to represent or defend an entire group.

• We will seek to understand one another’s perspectives and beliefs.

• We will listen with resilience, “hanging in” when we hear something that is hard to hear.

• We will share airtime and refrain from interrupting others.

• We will “pass” or “pass for now” if we are not ready or willing to respond to a question—no explanation required.

5. Ask for agreement to honor the ground rules with a head nod or hand raise.
Part B: After Viewing the Film

Personal Reflection: (15 minutes)

1. Begin with a discussion of participants' initial reactions to the film by inviting attendees to form pairs or triads (if possible, with others that they don’t know) to take turns answering the following questions. Encourage participants to discuss the emotional response to what they saw:
   a. What was the most upsetting thing you saw in the film?
   b. Who in the film did you most relate to? Why?
   c. What was the most inspiring or hopeful thing in the film?

2. Depending on the audience size, invite participants to report back what they shared in their small groups.

Knowledge and Learning: (25 minutes)

1. Transition to exploring the specific ideas and insights from the film. Explain that when a hate crime occurs, there are initial reactions of shock that such an event could occur in that community, as there were in Patchogue. However, as is often the case, there were many underlying and unresolved causes of the climate of hate and violence in Patchogue and Medford. Ask participants to identify the warning signs of hate, violence, and intolerance depicted in the film. Specific points to touch upon include:
   • law enforcement relations with immigrant communities
   • language barriers with police department
   • lack of reporting mechanisms
   • intergroup relations and social cliques in the high school
   • immigrant communities relationship with public & community life
   • mainstream debate and media coverage about immigrants & immigration
   • communication between youth and adults
   • language used to talk about immigrants as "the other"
   • ways that residents justified their own inaction or ignorance

2. Keeping these warning signs in mind, ask participants to reflect upon their own community using some or all of the following questions:
   a. In what ways is Patchogue similar to our community?
   b. Are any of the warning signs you saw in Patchogue visible in our community, towards immigrant or any other group?
   c. Who is invisible or marginalized in our community?
   d. In what ways do you feel people in our community may justify inaction to ignorance to the issues present?
3. Ask participants to reflect on the actions taken in response to Marcelo Lucero’s murder that helped the community heal and move forward. What were some of the efforts undertaken? Create and post two charts of responses: one for short-term and one for long-term actions. (See Action Planning #3 for many of these actions.)

4. Ask participants which actions they feel were effective in supporting safety and inclusion for the residents of Patchogue then, now and in the future? Why? Are there other actions that you might recommend for Patchogue?

**Action Planning: (40 minutes)**

1. Move to the action-planning segment by reminding participants that the film ends with the question: “What will you do to stop hate in your town?” Now, we ask where we go from here?

2. Ask participants to identify the values that they believe help to sustain a long-term transformation in a community and how people relate to one another. Such values may include trust, compassion, courage, integrity, patience, etc. Stress that these values hopefully not only prevent such tragedies from occurring but also are the foundation to support a community to respond to unrest, violence, or trauma should it occur.

3. Recalling the steps the Patchogue community took to establish these values and move forward after the tragedy, transition to generating specific action ideas to reinforce these values and promote positive intergroup relations, mutual respect and safety in their community. It may be most effective to form small groups to generate initial ideas, with reports back to the full group to follow. Some prompting questions may include:

   a. Identify 3-4 specific issues/challenges facing this community regarding intergroup relations and social justice? (Recall the warning signs identified earlier.)

   b. What actions will address these concerns? Are they practical and do-able?

   c. Who needs to be involved? How do we engage the key stakeholders and other members of the community?

   d. What existing community programs or activities can be strengthened to help promote these goals?

   e. What barriers do we face and how might we overcome them?

Action areas could be categorized to involve some or all of the following constituencies. The activities listed are ones that were undertaken by the residents of Patchogue, which may inspire similar or new ideas in other communities. Additional examples of community action can be found at: [www.NIOT.org](http://www.NIOT.org)

- **Local Government:** Conducting individual outreach to immigrant community residents; hosting open forums and using translators at meetings; enacting legislation related to use of language in public discourse; passing resolution or proclamation at local level.
• **Law Enforcement**: Using Spanish-speaking officers, holding community forums and conducting media outreach; offering basic Spanish lessons for officers; training on relationship building with community members; improving hate crimes reporting systems.

• **School-based**: Initiating student-led fundraiser for victims’ families; changing school leadership; educator training on hate crimes; teacher-led classroom discussions on bias and prejudice; public art exhibition and accompanying training for middle school students.

• **Faith Communities**: Hosting and inviting members of the immigrant community to share experiences with violence and hatred in a safe space; education/workshops for faith leaders and members.

• **General Community**: Organizing community-led vigils; multicultural theatre event; quilting project.

• **Media**: Local media covered the positive community responses; Spanish language media fostered intergroup communication.

**Note**: If the audience represents multiple sectors of the community (law enforcement, government, community organizations, etc.), be sure to divide them into small groups with representation from multiple sectors in each group. Assign these small groups to generate ideas for action that can be implemented within various sectors of the community and/or across all groups represented.

If the audience primarily represents a single sector/organization in the community, this brainstorming process can focus specifically on ways to strengthen that agency/entity’s role in combating hate and promoting respect, cross-cultural communication, etc. Discussion leaders should encourage such groups to think about internally-oriented efforts as well as external/collaborative actions to engage them with important allies in the community.

**Part C: Closing (10 minutes)**

1. Wrap-up the program reinforcing the plans for documenting and sharing the ideas generated by the group, and the time and location of the next follow-up meeting.

2. Close by reminding participants of Mayor Pontieri’s comment that, “Change comes in little pieces.” As such, invite each person to think of one specific action/change that they can make in their lives to advance the ideals that they have discussed, at the personal rather than at the organizational or community level.

3. After providing a minute to reflect on these ideas, ask for volunteers to share aloud their commitments. Solicit 5-10 ideas. Encourage participants to support one another in achieving these personal goals.

4. Ask all participants to complete the evaluation form. By filling out this form, they are helping us make improvements to the campaign so more people will be inclined to stand up to hatred in the future. Ask them to hand in the forms before leaving (You will want to make copies for your own use and return the originals to Not In Our Town).

5. Thank people for coming and remind them to attend the follow-up meeting, and to sign in so they can be included on any follow-up activities.
In Their Own Words

If audience members are reticent to engage, the following quotes from the film may help to generate dialogue or conversation. Consider writing the quotes on note cards in advance to use for reflection and discussion. Ask participants to form small groups to discuss an assigned quote; explore what it means to them and how it may help to inform next steps for their community.

“I felt so shy…but in some way my brother gave me strength to talk… I am not going to stay in the shadows anymore.”—JOSELO LUCERO

“I don’t know if they make themselves invisible, or if we make them invisible by not seeing them.”
—MAYOR PONTIERI, REFERENCING NOT KNOW A NEIGHBOR OF 25 YEARS.

“Looking at these boys in their Sunday suits…they could be any kid, the students on the softball team….my kid’s best friend.”
—JOYE BROWN, NEWSDAY COLUMNIST

“This was a sport…they called it “beaner hopping,” but they said they did not do it often, just once a week.”
—ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY MEGAN O’DONNELL

“They think there are good Hispanics and then there were illegal immigrants. These were my friends and I’m 100% Mexican…”
—MIKE, STUDENT AT MEDFORD-PATCHOGUE HIGH SCHOOL

“You don’t want to be a rat. I knew what was going on, but didn’t say anything. Maybe if I said something, someone didn’t have to lose their life that night.”
—MIKE, STUDENT AT MEDFORD-PATCHOGUE HIGH SCHOOL

“Apples don’t fall from peach trees. The sense of how they learned, or why they devalued this gentleman, these people…it had to come from someplace.”
—MAYOR PONTIERI
Suggested Facilitation Tips and Techniques

The following ideas were adapted from Fostering Dialogues Across Divides: A Nuts and Bolts Guide from the Public Conversations Project. For more helpful resources, visit www.publicconversations.org

Facilitators have a lot to do. They need to establish and maintain a relaxed and welcoming tone; make everyone feel that their opinions are valid and welcome; use probing questions to deepen discussion; stay focused on the purpose of the dialogue even when the process takes unexpected turns. When doing this well, however, facilitators actually are not saying much and only enter the discussion when necessary. Here are some tips to guide the process:

Help participants by encouraging them to:

→ Speak personally, rather than as a representative of a group.
→ Share stories about ways in which their views, hopes, and concerns may have been shaped by their life experience.
→ Shift from expressing positions to expressing hopes, fears, values, and assumptions.
→ Not turn to the facilitator for answers, but rather to respond and engage directly with each other.
→ Reflect on their assumptions before speaking.

Be aware of language.

→ Try to avoid jargon and encourage others to do the same, define acronyms that some participants may not be familiar with, and be aware that small shifts in language make a big difference.
→ Explore the meanings of buzz-words or emotionally charged terms that hold different meanings and connotations for different people.

Be aware of patterns of participation.

→ Accommodate people who may be less comfortable with speaking in public and/or need more time to gather their thoughts
→ Allow enough time for silent pauses after posing questions to allow everyone to think.
→ Do not let one person dominate. Say, “I would like to hear some other perspectives on…”
→ Avoid attending to one participant’s personal needs at the expense of the group. Redirect by suggesting that the conversation could be continued privately at the break.
Interrupt, if needed:

→ If needed, cut people off to keep following times on the agenda. In advance, you may say, “To do my job I may have to interrupt someone, much as I hate to do it. I hope you’ll understand.”

→ If people are interrupting one another, consider saying, “When a conversation gets fast-paced it’s hard not to interrupt. How about slowing down a bit and raising your hand when you want to speak?” Remind the group of the established Ground Rules.

Intervene, and redirect if dialogue seems to going off-track:

→ Inquire about what you notice, rather than make a quick judgment that may be based on a misreading of the situation.

→ Invite participants to identify how the conversation may need to shift if they are to achieve their purposes.

→ If concerned about someone becoming a target of hostility or criticism, mention that when someone has a different viewpoint than the majority, it makes that person both valuable for the diversity they bring and particularly vulnerable to feeling on the spot. Remind participants about listening for understanding.

→ If needed, call for a break even if it wasn’t planned.

  • If energy is sagging, call for a quick stretch break so that people can move around, or take a longer break so that people can get refreshments, go to the bathroom, etc.

  • If emotions are running strong in a way that threatens the spirit and atmosphere of the dialogue, a break can allow people to calm down. For example, you could say, “It seems that the pace and intensity of the conversation has picked up quite a bit. I suggest we take a minute to take a deep breath or reflect quietly.”

  • If you need to collect your thoughts about what is happening and what you want to do next, call for a break and check in privately with a participant or your co-facilitator.

Using Conflict Constructively

_The following recommendations were adapted from Everyday Democracy’s Guide for Training Public Dialogue Facilitators. For more helpful content around effective facilitation, visit: www.everyday-democracy.org._

Not all disagreement or conflict is bad. In fact, it can provide an opening to understanding. However, for dialogue to be productive, disagreements must be handled respectfully. A few reminders:
→ Stick to the issue at hand. Don’t allow the conversation to get personal.

→ Remind participants of the shared ground rules, especially the use of “I” messages and the importance of listening for understanding.

→ Ask the people in conflict, and the larger group, to help focus the conversation, saying, “What do you think is the root of the disagreement? What are the key issues here?” This moves the focus from the people in the disagreement to the issue at hand.

→ Invite people to share the experiences that led to the formation of their opinions, saying, “Could you tell us more about any experiences in your life that have affected your feelings and thoughts about this issue?”

→ Invite others into the conversation if conflict is escalating between two people. For example, say “We’ve heard quite a bit from... Would someone else like to offer an opinion?” By bringing the larger group into the discussion, the focus shifts to a more general conversation.

**Handling Unproductive Conflict**

→ Interrupt and remind group members of ground rules, if the conversation becomes heated.

→ Intervene immediately and stop the conversation if it becomes personal or confrontational.

→ Take a short break.

→ Speak to individuals privately and ask them to comply with the ground rules.

→ As a last resort, remove anyone who is disruptive.